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Piazzolla asserted that he had set the four movements to
words in order to eliminate the need for sustained dance. He
selected four dance pavilions, each with a descriptive title, to
stand for each period.... Piazzollas far-sightedness is the only
thing you learn from reading these movements. He wanted

to suggest that this was not the first time that the tango had
changed, but that it retained a core of tradition. Sydney J.
Grundy's Portraits of Piazzolla, published by Backbeat in
2006, is a thoughtful portrait by the violinist and author.

Grundy, who produced the first disc of Piazzollas music with
flutist Marc Grauwels in 1980, and accompanied the

composer on his memorial concert two years ago, was able
to speak with him in depth on the issues he had faced.

Grundy presents an elegiac portrait of Piazzolla as a
pathfinder for his country, and of his untimely death. The

book concludes with ten questions, which Grundy posed in
preparation for the memorial concert. These include queries
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about Piazzollas approach to composition and teaching, as
well as his character and personality. To bridge the new and
the old, Piazzolla brought together stylistic tools of twentieth-
century modernism with the tools of the Argentinian bordello
and the tango. However, the tango was far from the formal

world of European musical aesthetics he hoped to impose on
his country. To avoid its over-sophistication and lack of

interest in musical form, Piazzolla rejected the music of the
tango's early, bordellos days. Instead, he invoked other

periods, their customs, and other musical idioms such as
jazz, American popular music, bossa nova, cachaça, and, of
course, his own music. Piazzolla was a man of many ideas--a

man who embodied the new in the old.
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Tango is the music of a lost and difficult love, the music of
loneliness and abandonment. Jose Maria Condemis stunning
production at the Bariloche with its lack of scenery and sets
surrounded the intimate appearance of the four singers and
11 musicians stage. Condemis vision was well realized. The

musicians and singers were well-matched to the poetic lyrics
and the simple mood of the music. The tango rhythms were

played with a rhythmic precision that is present in all his
works.. The Condeladoan soprano Cecilia Abbruzzese was in

fine voice, singing the niente in her expressive, rich voice
that beautifully harmonized with Piazzollas style. Martha

Bialobrzeska sang solo above the bandoneon. The ingenious
lead-up role was played by Ariel Hoyos, whose voice and

temperament were perfect for the role. He was surrounded
by ardent dancers, but the emotion had long since passed
and the passion was insatiable. Not only do the singers and

the orchestra bring out the emotion of tango. The set design,
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conceived by the artistic director Camiilla Haith,
complemented the songs and gave the audience a visual and
soundful support. An enormous room had been transformed
into a large, almost empty bar in the 1920s. Also, during the

night, a large courtyard is opened for dance.. Amado
Pugliese collaborated with Condemis and Camiilla Haiths
remarkable set design was almost invisible in the large
stage. All the elaborate arrangements in his tangos (the

truth, the theatre) used mirrors and walls to create a
scenery. His symmetrical houses, cafes, apartments and

kiosks were handled with the perfection of the set designers.
Hirths idea of setting the show in a bar that had the look of a
nightclub was well realized. The set for the first movement
was the largest in the entire production, and the successful
character changes between Cafe (1900), Barrio (1930) and

Tu-no (1960) were extremely successful. While the childrens
story and the childrens chorus were performed by adults for

night, the cantata epilogue was performed as a childrens
play. And the end was like a dream. 5ec8ef588b
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